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In Bed With Mr Plantagenet is the latest novel by prolific writer Deanna Maclaren. Set in 1969 London, this is the story of great
loves and friendships � and the conflicts they engender. �I worked in Fleet Street in the sixties and wanted to write about how
hardworking we were, but also look at how much fun we had, especially when drink had been taken!� says Deanna, �Beyond this,
I wanted to capture a story about the rivalry of lovers and friends.�

Deanna is an author, journalist and broadcaster. She lives in the south of France and has written more than twenty novels, the
most recent being Strangers in a Garden and Azur Allure. There is an autobiographical element to many of her books and In Bed
With Mr Plantagenet uses an event from Deanna�s past as part of the plot, �In 1969 I passed a young man selling ice-creams every
day. I took no notice of him, and he never looked at me. But years and years later, I married him.�

In Bed With Mr Plantagenet is a story full of memorable characters, wit and warmth, that also offers a sizzling slice of 1960s
London life.

Synopsis:
The beautiful, liberated Eugenie meets David Plantagenet as he is selling ice-cream in Oxford Street. Despite the age
difference � David is just 17 � he moves into her elegant Marylebone apartment and persuades her to marry him. But David
dreams of world travel and the following year jets off on his world trip leaving Eugenie alone in London. Left to her own devices,
Eugenie lands a job on Stet, a new political and literary magazine edited by the eccentric Revel Rooke. Eugenie learns fast and
becomes Stet�s star writer. But is she married or not? Confused, she consults a top London law firm and encounters the successful,
sophisticated and handsome Andrew Millard. They begin a passionate affair which is supposed to be just for fun but gradually
becomes something else. When David�s best friend Art Carter is badly beaten up by London yobs, Eugenie�s dramatic cover
story for Stet goes worldwide, reaching David in Peking. He rushes back to the UK where his arrival in London after a five year
absence stirs up old feelings, forcing David, Eugenie and Andrew to face the consequences.
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